
 
 

 
Nunchucks Form Section 1 

1. Bow. Step left foot facing right corner, high X block, double diagonal down.  

2. Power up, feet together, arm circle, step left foot out, left downward block 

3. Step left foot out, left diagonal strike, right diagonal strike. Chucks over left shoulder, right 

diagonal strike, shift right stance, right diagonal strike. 

4. Chucks over right shoulder.  Shift left stance, double left diagonal strike, triangle strikes.  Chucks 

over left shoulder. 

5. Switch feet, double right diagonal strike, spin around the head double left diagonal strike.  Figure 

8s and catch.  

Nunchucks Form Section 2 

1. Right axe kick, step through right jump spin crescent kick, spin, right horse stance, right low block.  

2. Slide feet together, figure 8, catch.  Machine Kick Combo (round kick, round kick, round kick, hook 

kick, low round kick, high round kick), double right diagonal in a right front stance. 

Nunchucks Form Section 3 

1. Spin over the head, left corner left stance, double left diagonal strike. Right Knee Strike, chucks 

over right shoulder, double left diagonal strike.  

2. Put both chux in right hand. Over the head (style pose), step through right tornado kick, over the 

head to left corner in a left stance. Re-grab chux into left hand.  

3. Step Around to face back corner, double high X, double low blocks. 

4.  Right front kick, right skip front kick, right jump front kick, low right front stance to right corner, left 

low block, right high block. 

Nunchucks Form Section 4 

1. Power up, feet together, arm circle, step left foot out, left downward block 

2. Step left foot out, left diagonal strike, right diagonal strike. Chucks over left shoulder, right 

diagonal strike, shift right stance, right diagonal strike. 

3. Chucks over right shoulder.  Shift left stance, double left diagonal strike, triangle strikes.  Chucks 

over left shoulder. 

4. Switch feet, double right diagonal strike, spin around the head double left diagonal strike.  Figure 

8s and catch. 

5. Left skip front kick, right jump front kick, drop to knee, double downward blocks, stand up & spin, 

high X block, finishing pose.  


